Looking for pictures from an event?

Check it out on Facebook

---

September 8
Badgerland Exposure
Lake Wissota Golf
Host Kris Woppert

October 7
Shoot Out
Minnesota Horse and Hunt Club
Host Mike Manthey

October 13
The Wee One
Brackett’s Crossing Country Club
Host Tom Prosheck

November 19
Assistant’s Professional Forum
Pinz Bowling Woodbury
Host Casey Andrus

December 3
Winter Mini Seminar
Medina Golf and Country Club
Host Erin McManus

January 15
Beer and Pretzel Social
Northern Green Expo
Hosts 27 Hole Challenge Affiliates
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Tee-up grassy and broadleaf weeds and crush ‘em with Q4® Plus. Four active ingredients give Q4 Plus the power to knock out crabgrass, yellow nutsedge and the toughest broadleaf weeds with the speed of Gordon’s® ProForm® line for fast visual response.

Q4® PLUS
HITS WEEDS LONG AND STRAIGHT.
Tee-up grassy and broadleaf weeds and crush ‘em with Q4® Plus. Four active ingredients give Q4 Plus the power to knock out crabgrass, yellow nutsedge and the toughest broadleaf weeds with the speed of Gordon’s® ProForm® line for fast visual response.

TAKE THE BIG STICK TO THE TEE: Q4 PLUS
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